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NIGHT DIVER

Aug 13th (@FNF) & Dives Aug 14th - 15th as weather and schedules permit

Schedule:
Session #1 - Discussion @ 6:00pm: Dive Briefings & Review at Float N’ Flag Dive Centre 
Session #2 - Dive 1 & 2 - Gulliver's
Session #3 - Dive 3 - Gulliver's

As the sun sets, you don your dive gear, slip on your mask and bite down on your regulator. A deep 

breath and you step off the boat – into the underwater night. Although you’ve seen this reef many 

times before, this time you drop into a whole new world and watch it come to life under the glow of 

your dive light.

The adventure, thrill and excitement of night diving can be yours when you complete your PADI Night 

Diver Specialty course. You learn about night dive planning, equipment and navigation. You practice 

these on 3 night dives, plus introduce yourself to the whole new cast of critters that comes out after 

the sun goes down.

The Fun Part
Night Diving is perhaps one of the most surreal experiences you'll ever have.  Using many of the skills you 
already have as a diver, you'll literally feel like you are weightless in space!  It's so cool. Combine that 
excitement with the abundant nocturnal marine life, it's easy to see why this course is a Float N' Flag 
favourite.

Required Equipment: All divers must have their own Primary and back-up light.  Tanks lights are 
highly recommended.  A full scuba kit is required (either your own or rental gear). You may also 
want to consider additional exposure protection, such as a thicker wetsuit, hood or gloves, to stay 
comfortable while night diving. Rental equipment required will be discounted for course participants.

Prerequisites: Open Water or Junior Open Water Certification (must be over 12)

Cost: $200 Course + Night Diver e-Learning @ $193. Tax not included.


